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Abstract
In pre-industrial times beavers, ecosystem engineers, inhabited most of the Holarctic. Intensive exploitation over the last millennium, particularly in Europe during the 18th and 19th centuries, led to a dramatic decline in beaver populations. By the end of the 19th century the Eurasian beaver (Castor fiber) was at the verge of extirpation in many regions of Eurasia. However, during the 20th century, changes in management policy and reintroductions have resulted in a fast recovery of the species. Presently, Eurasian beavers are colonizing large parts of their former distribution range, and their population is still growing. Once again, beaver engineering and its outcomes are becoming prominent features of many streams in the boreal landscapes.

The goal of this thesis was to investigate how the reintroduction and population recovery of Eurasian beavers might affect ecosystem functioning at local and landscape scales. The work was based on measurements from 12 beaver systems of various colonization histories (pioneer and recolonized) in Swedish boreal forests. Based on water chemistry measurements together with field and lab experiments, I evaluated the effect of beavers on processes of mercury methylation, litter decomposition, and the growth and respiration of benthic biofilms. I also investigated how beavers alter the nutrient limitation of biofilm activity. To assess the environmental effects of the reintroduction of beavers at the landscape scale, this empirical approach was complemented by a meta-analysis of 76 published studies on a total of 16 environmental factors. The results showed that beavers increased MeHg concentrations, decreased algal biomass accrual, and sometimes increased litter decomposition rates downstream compared to upstream beaver systems. However, distinct contrasting patterns were observed in pioneer and recolonized systems: While all the above effects were prominent in pioneer systems, they were moderate or absent in recolonized systems. Albeit algal accrual and community respiration were nutrient limited, beaver systems had no effect on the degree of limitation. Based on the meta-analysis, this thesis demonstrates that, when compared to a reference site, beavers can potentially affect all studied factors. The meta-analysis also identified gaps in knowledge regarding the dependency of beaver effects on different stages of age and colonization history.

In conclusion, this thesis highlights: a) the importance of incorporating the successional stage and the colonization history of beaver systems when considering the effects of reintroducing beavers into stream ecosystems; and b) the lack of knowledge regarding these issues.
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Dedication

To all the hard-working engineers that work days and nights (but mostly nights) to make our forests a better place!

(Journeys make time pass more slowly and life longer; because, what counts is not the length of time lived but the memories garnered…)

This was a Journey worth taking!
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### Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AFDM</td>
<td>Ash Free Dry Mass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIC</td>
<td>Akaike’s Information Criteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANOVA</td>
<td>Analysis Of Variance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CR</td>
<td>Community Respiration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CWM</td>
<td>Community-level Weighted Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D/U</td>
<td>Downstream/Upstream</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DD</td>
<td>Degree Days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DO</td>
<td>Dissolved Oxygen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOC</td>
<td>Dissolved Organic Carbon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-Dispersion</td>
<td>Functional Dispersion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLMM</td>
<td>GeneraLized Mixed effect Modeling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hg</td>
<td>Mercury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MeHg</td>
<td>Methylmercury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>Nitrogen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDS</td>
<td>Nutrient Diffusing Substrate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO₂⁻</td>
<td>Nitrite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO₃⁻</td>
<td>Nitrate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>Phosphorous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLS</td>
<td>Partial Least-Squares regression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PO₄³⁻</td>
<td>Phosphate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRB</td>
<td>Sulphate Reducing Bacteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOC</td>
<td>Total Organic Carbon</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1 Introduction

Even though rivers and lakes hold less than 1% of the Earth’s water, they are a crucial resource for many animals (including humans) and plants. Maintaining the ecological health of these sources of water, particularly with a continuously growing human population, is an ongoing and fundamental management challenge (Vörösmarty et al., 2010; Meyer, 1997). Effective conservation and restoration often involves integrating some aspect of habitat complexity (Kovalenko et al., 2012; Tokeshi & Arakaki, 2012). This increases according to theory biodiversity and biotic interactions, which in turn, also potentially enhances ecological stability (Tilman et al., 1996) and ecosystem resilience (Truchy et al., 2015; Peterson et al., 1998). Spatial heterogeneity can be linked to diversity and resilience (Virah-Sawmy et al., 2009) and (sometimes) can also be achieved by introducing disturbance agents (Lepori & Hjerdt, 2006).

Many of the rivers and lakes in the northern hemisphere are home to millions of beavers (Castoridae), who have the extraordinary ability to build dams (and impound water), dig burrows and channels, and fell large trees. The ability to modify ecosystems entitled beavers as “ecosystem engineers” – a species that can create, modify and maintain ecosystems (Jones et al., 2010; Wright & Jones, 2006; Jones et al., 1994). Beavers have also been described as a keystone species – a species that affects the environment disproportionally to its abundance (Jones et al., 1994). Therefore beavers, which can extensively alter and affect aquatic ecosystems, may be an important disturbance agent that can help promote the conservation goals of these systems (Nummi & Kuuluvainen, 2013; Burchsted et al., 2010a).

Following near extirpation in Europe and Asia during the last centuries, populations of reintroduced beavers are now growing and, once again, colonizing territories that were inhabited by beavers during pre-extirpation periods. Today, beavers are colonizing stretches of streams where they were absent for hundreds of years (Halley et al., 2012; Naiman et al., 1988). In many cases, these streams have been modified by forestry and agriculture and
much of what we currently regard as pristine aquatic ecosystems is based on
evidence from the era when beavers were absent from most of these aquatic
ecosystems. Therefore, what we regard as pristine today may not represent pre-
extirpation pristine conditions (Tornblom et al., 2011; Ford & Naiman, 1988).
Recent studies suggest that the recolonization of beavers in aquatic ecosystems
can assist in achieving the restoration of aquatic ecosystems towards more
pristine conditions (Curran & Cannatelli, 2014).

1.1 Beavers as ecosystems engineers

Beavers are one of the largest rodents in the world. They are semiaquatic and
territorial; they spend large parts of their time in water and they mark and
protect their territories. Palaeontologists have suggested that tree exploitation
and swimming behaviour evolved to survive cold, harsh winters (Korth &
Rybczynski, 2003). Fossil records, of roughly 30 genera, suggest that the
beaver family evolved during the early Miocene period ca. 24 million years
ago (Rybczynski, 2007).

As herbivores, beavers feed on aquatic and terrestrial vegetation in the
water and riparian zones that surround their territories. While they evolved as
excellent swimmers, on land they remain relatively easy prey for predators.
Therefore, to secure their nests (a lodge made of wood and mud or an
underground burrow) and access food, they modify their environments to
maintain sufficient water levels. Dams and channels keep the water level
constant and high enough to cover the lodge entrance, and provide access and
escape routes to their foraging sites. The increased water level is also used for
floating and transporting heavy wood material from foraging areas and to
submerge food cache (Naiman et al., 1988).

Today, the genus Castor is comprised of two species (and several
subspecies): 1. The American beaver (Castor canadensis) - located natively in
North America; and 2. The Eurasian beaver (Castor fiber) – located in Europe
and Asia (Collen & Gibson, 2001). Both species are morphologically and
behaviourally similar with slight differences in life span and reproduction, and
are therefore expected to have a similar impact on the ecosystem (reviewed in
Parker et al., 2012; Collen & Gibson, 2001). The millions of years during
which beavers have been modifying riverine ecosystems may have also
affected the evolutionary paths of other species in associated communities. For
example, animals such as woodpeckers (Soto et al., 2012), birds that breed in
shrub habitats (Chandler et al., 2009), and amphibians (Hossack et al., 2015)
may have benefited from beaver-created habitats. Therefore, it is likely that
beaver modifications of ecosystems have significance for the wellbeing of other species (Jones et al., 1997).

The ecosystem engineering function of beavers and their alteration of stream ecosystems is primarily due to four activities: dam building, digging, felling large trees, and selective feeding.

1.1.1 Dam building

The construction of dams demands significant energy. Beavers avoid building dams, if possible, by colonizing lakes and rivers with stable and sufficient water levels. If construction is needed to gain the desired water level properties (ca. 1m, Hartman & Tornlov, 2006), beavers build a dam of wood (trunks, branches and twigs), mud, soft vegetation and sometimes stones weaved together. The dam is a strong and stable structure that in extreme cases can be over 100 m long and several meters in height; it has the potential to flood vast areas (reviewed by Gurnell, 1998).

The transformation of lotic (moving water) habitats into (semi-) lentic (still water) ones is probably the most significant beaver-induced alteration to stream ecosystems. This transformation has the potential to affect the system’s hydro-geomorphology and biogeochemical cycles, biota in the beaver systems and their surroundings, as well as the ecosystem functions the species mediate (Nummi & Kuuluvainen, 2013).

**Hydrogeomorphology** - the dam is built to create sufficient and stable water table. During events of high water flow the dam might also store water. The water is then gradually released throughout the following period of lower flow. Therefore, the overall effect of beaver dams is maintaining higher water levels behind the dam and as a result, reducing variability in discharge below it.

One single beaver dam might not have a significant effect on overall stream discharge, but a system of cascading dams can significantly affect water retention within a river reach (Andersen & Shafroth, 2010) and on surface-groundwater interactions (Janzen & Westbrook, 2011). The changes in hydrology also commonly affect fluvial geomorphology. These effects apply not only when beavers are colonizing the system, but also upon abandonment. The load of accumulated sediments and the remains of dam structures will continue to create low-gradient surfaces that result in a complex channel network (Polvi & Wohl, 2012).

By altering discharge regime, beavers change sediment loads and physical elements that define the structure of streams. Beavers have an important role in shaping stream planforms and generating complexity and discontinuities along
rivers. According to geomorphological evidence, these were the prehistoric common conditions in streams (Polvi & Wohl, 2013; Burchsted et al., 2010b).

**Biogeochemical cycles** – As a result of beaver activities, the biogeochemical conditions (including flow, temperature, oxygen concentrations, sediment type and load, and pH) in beaver ponds often differ upstream from those downstream. These changes in conditions potentially affect several biogeochemical cycles within ponds and downstream beaver systems. Two primary biogeochemical processes that often studied are cycles of macronutrients (mainly nitrogen and phosphorous) and carbon (reviewed in Nummi & Kuuluvainen, 2013; and in Rosell et al., 2005). These two processes are particularly affected by the inundation of riparian zones (which includes nutrient and carbon-rich soils, trees, and other terrestrial vegetation) upon the construction of dams. The flooded terrestrial vegetation dies and large volumes of dead wood are added to the system (Thompson et al., 2016).

Decay processes start quickly, consuming the organic soils and woody debris, adding dissolved carbon and nutrients to the water column while reducing oxygen (Vehkaaja et al., 2015). The intensity is usually greatest in the first several years following inundation, due to the large volume of dead wood and extensive digging in carbon rich soils. With time, the volume of dead carbon decreases. Then, the main carbon source is supplied by excretion of waste products of feeding and the carbon production within ponds (Nummi & Kuuluvainen, 2013). In such an environment, the extreme decay processes that characterize pioneer ponds are likely to decrease and make place for more stable processes.

The above changes in biogeochemical conditions have the potential to further affect the availability of important resources at the base of the food web, such as primary production, microbial production and invertebrates (Anderson & Rosemond, 2010).

**Biota** – the transformation of stream sections into wetlands and ponds can affect the biota by altering the environmental conditions, *viz.* habitat diversity, dead wood dynamics, changes in sediment load and structural properties. These conditions can also affect areas above, within and below the impoundments. Structural alterations might be especially substantial in managed landscapes, where the natural structure of streams has been altered by forestry and/or agriculture.

Overall, beaver dams increase biodiversity by the creation of suitable habitats for species which cannot colonise lotic (stream) environments (reviewed in Romero et al., 2015). They have the potential to directly or indirectly affect inhabiting species (plants, invertebrates, fish, amphibians,
reptiles, birds and mammals) within ponds or in the adjacent environment (recently reviewed by Stringer & Gaywood, 2016).

1.1.2 Digging
Beavers are excellent diggers and even in prehistoric times (30-7 million years ago) some beavers evolved as burrowing specialists (Samuels & Van Valkenburgh, 2009). They use their front paws and even their incisors to dig burrows and channels, dig and add mud to the dam and lodges, and to deepen their ponds.

In the first years of inundation, digging activities might have a substantial effect due to the disturbance of riparian soils rich in organic carbon (Ledesma et al., 2015). Most of the disturbance to riparian zones by beavers digging takes place in the first stage of pond creation and substantially decreases as the pond ages. Nevertheless, digging activity helps maintain water levels and wetted areas in periods of low flow (Anderson et al., 2015), it also provides movement corridors for amphibians, and increases landscape connectivity (Anderson et al., 2015; Hood & Larson, 2015).

1.1.3 Tree felling and selective feeding
Using their strong, sharp incisors, beavers can fell even large trees for feeding on twigs, branches and bark, and/or for using as building materials for dams and lodges (reviewd in Collen & Gibson, 2001). By felling big trees, beavers affect tree size and age distribution of both preferred and non-preferred tree and shrub species surrounding their territories (Johnston & Naiman, 1990b). Beavers also selectively browse on aquatic vegetation within ponds and terrestrial vegetation in their territory. This selective browsing affects species composition and age structure, and the successional processes of aquatic and riparian vegetation (Wright, 2009).

1.2 Cycles of colonization, abandonment and recolonization
Beaver systems show spatial and temporal variability, and in particular go through successional stages in their structural and functional development. The formation of the first single pond is commonly followed by the creation of a set of ponds and channels that form the beaver system and the premise for future cycles of abandonment and recolonization. As previously framed, beaver systems are “a shifting mosaic of environmental conditions, [that] depend upon pond age and size, successional status, substrate, hydrologic characteristics, and resource inputs” (Naiman et al., 1988).
Rarely discussed (including in Naiman et al, 1988.) is the first (or “pioneer”) stage of inundation of a stream that was void of beaver activities for hundreds of years as a result of beaver extirpation (where the stream has returned to the state of a stream channel unaltered by beavers). During this “pioneer” stage, the flooding of riparian vegetation and soils rich in carbon, nutrients and other elements forms special conditions in a relatively still water environment. The large volume of generated dead organic matter eventually decays and its products are washed out or buried in the sediments.

The second, and less dramatic stage, is the natural “aging” of the ponds, with relatively stable successional shifts in biogeochemical conditions and biota (e.g. Nummi & Kuuluvainen, 2013; Ray et al., 2001).

Eventually, in the third stage, beavers will abandon their territory in response to predation, hunting, natural mortality, and/or food limitation (Petrosyan et al., 2013; Fryxell, 2001). Beaver-created structures such as dams and channels generally continue influencing a stream’s hydrogeomorphology even after system abandonment (see Gurnell, 1998). The result is commonly a braided and meandering stream with a flat bed of sediments rich in nutrients and organic matter; introducing a unique form of habitat, termed the “beaver meadow” (Polvi & Wohl, 2012; Naiman et al., 1988). During the successional stage of a beaver meadow, forest regeneration takes place (Nummi & Kuuluvainen, 2013; Wright, 2009; Wright et al., 2003) and food sources become adequate to support beavers again.

In the fourth stage, a new individual or family of beavers will recolonize the abandoned beaver meadow and form a recolonized beaver system. In this stage, beavers will restore the old dam structures (often still functioning even though abandoned), deepen the ponds, build new dams, and/or dig new channels. Food and/or habitat availability and population dynamics control the duration of each stage in the beaver colonization cycle (figure 1 and figure 2).

The magnitude of the overall effect of beavers is also influenced by the scale in focus – whether it relates to a beaver pond, beaver system or a landscape scale. A single beaver pond can have a local impact that can also be affected by succession. A beaver system combines several different ponds and the stretches of stream in between and therefore includes both spatial and temporal heterogeneity. The landscape scale, represented by different catchments with one or several beaver systems that will undergo cycles of abandonment and recolonization. At a landscape scale, the shifting mosaic of beaver systems includes fluctuating densities of pioneer, old or abandoned beaver systems.
1.3 The effect of beavers on ecosystem functioning

Ecosystem functioning describes the linkage between biological, geochemical and physical processes that sustain an ecosystem (Reiss et al., 2009). Healthy functioning ecosystems involve complex interactions and feedbacks of abiotic drivers, biodiversity and biotic interactions (reviewed in Truchy et al., 2015). Increased biodiversity and biotic interactions can potentially enhance ecosystem functioning even above the level expected based on the specific function of individual species (e.g. Cardinale, 2011), particularly in complex spatiotemporal environments. Moreover, ecosystem functioning and biotic interactions are also linked with ecosystem resilience as a response to disruptions (reviewed in Truchy et al., 2015). As a keystone species and due to their engineering activities, beavers potentially enhance overall biodiversity (reviewed in Romero et al., 2015), and therefore can play an important role in shaping ecosystem functioning and resilience (Peterson et al., 1998).

In stream ecosystems, decomposition of organic matter and primary production are the two most widely studied processes (Gessner & Chauvet, 2002; Bunn et al., 1999). Decomposition of leaf litter is a key process regulating the flow of allochthonous organic matter and nutrients, into the stream. The decomposition of leaf litter is primarily mediated by macroinvertebrates and microbes. Primary production is a key process fixing nutrients and atmospheric carbon. These two processes are sensitive to local...
environmental conditions such as hydrologic conditions, pH, nutrient concentrations, habitat availability and biotic interactions (Feio et al., 2010); all can be influenced by beaver engineering (Stringer & Gaywood, 2016). The products of these processes regulate an important energy sources at the base of aquatic food webs (e.g. invertebrates); however, their impact also extends to higher levels of the food web (e.g. fish).

Another key process of particular importance in wetland ecosystems is the methylation of mercury (Hg). This is predominantly a microbial process mediated by the activity of sulphate reducing bacteria (SRB); its final product is methylmercury (MeHg). In stream ecosystems this process is not as fundamental as decomposition and primary productivity. However, its product, viz. MeHg, is of great environmental concern (reviewed in Ullrich et al., 2001). MeHg is one of the most toxic forms of Hg that can potentially bioaccumulate in aquatic food webs. It can also compromise human health through the consumption of exposed fish (EU, 2008; JECFA, 2004). The methylation process is influenced by the availability of Hg, organic carbon, sulphate, redox (reduction-oxygenation reaction) conditions and temperature (Tjerngren et al., 2012). These conditions often occur in wetlands and ponds, and therefore, beaver systems, have the potential to increase MeHg concentrations (Painter et al., 2015; Roy et al., 2009a).

The effect of beavers on these three fundamental processes might also be depending on the successional stage of the beaver system. Following the construction of dams, decay processes of carbon generally induce higher levels of nitrogen, phosphorous and dissolved organic carbon (DOC) but lower concentrations of dissolved oxygen. These conditions characterize new beaver ponds in particular, and might have a greater potential to effect ecosystem functioning. However, with time, the impact of beaver ponds might change with ongoing successional processes within the ponds, and beaver systems can become either source or sink for these factors (reviewed in Nummi & Kuuluvainen, 2013). Despite the potential effects of beaver engineering activities on ecosystem processes, and the impact they can have on stretches downstream, only a few studies have quantified the influence of beavers on benthic algal productivity (Painter et al., 2015; Bledzki et al., 2011; Coleman & Dahm, 1990), litter decomposition (Anderson & Rosemond, 2007) or methylation (Painter et al., 2015; Roy et al., 2009b; Roy et al., 2009a). Furthermore, out of these only few addressed pond age (in relation to methylation); however, none addressed the effects of colonization history.
1.4 The fall and rise of the Eurasian beaver (*Castor fiber*)

The earliest fossil record of the Eurasian beaver date to the Late Miocene, ca. 11 million years ago. Shifting distribution from north to south Eurasia and back during glaciation cycles, Eurasian beavers constantly modified the landscape with their semiaquatic, woodcutting and burrowing behaviour that we still witness today (Rybczynski, 2007; Ducroz *et al.*, 2005). Taking into account the long history of shaping forested stream ecosystems and habitat creation (Polvi & Wohl, 2013; Polvi & Wohl, 2012), Eurasian beavers might have played an important role in the evolution of riparian zones and the biota that benefit from the special habitats beavers create and shape.

The demographic history of Eurasian beavers in the last centuries is an extraordinary and dramatic story associated with human-induced over-exploitation of natural resources (beavers), followed by a last minute awakening. In the early days of European and Asian human history, millions of beavers colonized large parts of continental Eurasia ranging from Kamchatka in the east, Great Britain in the west and the Mediterranean in the south. However, during the 17th - 19th centuries, demand for quality beaver pelts by the fashion markets resulted in the over-hunting of Eurasian beavers (by this time already extirpated in many parts of southern Europe), significant decreases in population size, and near extirpation in the less inhabited areas of northern Eurasia. The quest for beaver pelts, highly valued in Europe, was also a motivator for French and British traders to establish the North American-European fur trade, which resulted in the near extirpation of the largest population of beavers at that time, the American beaver (*C. canadensis*). By the end of the 19th century Eurasian beavers were on the verge of extirpation. About 1200 individuals of eight small populations managed to survive the over-exploitation in some isolated areas in Norway, France, Germany, Russia, Belarus, Ukraine, Mongolia and China (Nolet & Rosell, 1998).

Towards the end of the 19th century interest in restoring the Eurasian beaver population began to grow. Norway, the first country to protect beavers by law (1845), was followed by Finland (1868), Sweden (1873) and other countries in the early 20th century. But, in many cases the beaver population was already extirpated and other conservation measures were needed. Sweden was the first country to reintroduce 80 Eurasian beavers from Norway in 1922-1939. And other countries soon followed (Nolet & Rosell, 1998). Today, the Eurasian beaver populations are flourishing, colonizing most of their historic distribution range while reintroduction programs are still in action in several European countries (Halley *et al.*, 2012).
1.5 The extirpation and reintroduction as an opportunity for understanding the past and predicting the future

In aquatic ecosystems, beavers are a classic example of a keystone species. The term keystone is an analogue to the key stone at the top of an arch; while the key stone experiences the smallest pressure of all stones, the arch will collapse once the key stone is removed. For some aspects in aquatic ecosystems, extirpation of beavers may have analogous consequences as the removal of the arch key stone.

The removal of beavers, may have a significant impact on species composition and ecosystem processes (Jones et al., 1994). Ecosystem alterations by beavers can have beneficial and/or detrimental effects on aquatic and terrestrial biota. Therefore, the removal of a keystone species is likely to have substantial effect at various spatial scales. The extirpation and reintroduction of keystone species, such as beavers, following decades or even centuries of absence, provides a unique opportunity to study the species’ role in landscape-level processes before, during and after their extirpation.

By comparing beaver systems to reference streams/sites that had no beaver activities since extirpation we can study the consequences of the absence beaver from the landscape. Pioneer systems enable us to study the temporary responses of processes and biota following the return of beavers after many decades or even centuries in which the ecosystem might have changed during the absence of this keystone species. Finally, the study of recolonized systems (including spatial and temporal shifts of the landscape mosaic of beaver systems) enables us to study the current and future effects of beavers. Recolonized systems can also contribute to the understanding of the structure and function of northern hemisphere stream ecosystems, prior to the extirpation of a keystone species that shaped the aquatic landscape and network of streams (e.g. Hood & Larson, 2015; Johnston & Naiman, 1990a). However, it is difficult to determine if the recovery of beavers can restore stream ecosystems to their original conditions or if these ecosystems have changed irrevocably in the absence of beavers.
The beaver system cycle of colonization

*Figure 2.* Illustration of the succession beaver systems undergo following pioneer colonization and inundation. A natural succession ends in older ponds, which upon abandonment, transform into beaver meadows and eventually are recolonized. The system will then undergo cycles of colonization – aging – abandonment – colonization etc., while pioneer systems will only be formed once in one and the same system.
2 Framework and objectives

The focus of this thesis is on how biogeochemical conditions and ecosystem functioning in streams is affected by the recolonization of beavers in Sweden. The novelty of this work is the distinction between the effects of pioneer systems, which are assumed to be ephemeral and more extreme, and those of the recolonized systems, which carry potential long-term effects that can persist during cycles of abandonment and recolonization.

This thesis was conducted as part of a project funded by the Swedish Research Council Formas and aimed to assess if the reintroduction of European beavers is a plus for biodiversity or detrimental for the environment.

The overall objective of this thesis was to assess how ecosystem functioning in streams is affected by the recolonization of beavers in Sweden. The thesis further aimed to infer on the landscape scale effects of beavers based on studies available in the scientific literature.

The specific objectives of the thesis were to:

- Quantify the effect of beavers on MeHg concentration in water (paper I) and how it is affected by colonization history.
- Assess the effect of beavers on the process of leaf litter decomposition and benthic algal productivity, and examine potential underlying drivers of variation in these processes (paper II).
- Explore the role of nutrient availability and limitation for control of activity of benthic biofilms in beaver systems (paper III).
- Investigate if there are consistent environmental effects of beavers in stream ecosystems throughout their distribution range (paper IV).
3 Methods

This thesis is based on a series of water sampling, field and laboratory experiments complemented with a meta-analysis of published studies.

3.1 Study sites (Paper I-III)

In this thesis 12 beaver systems were studied; six were located in northern Sweden and six in south-central Sweden. The limes norrlandicus, a major biogeographical discontinuity in Scandinavia, was used to define the border between the northern and southern region. The six sites in the southern region were located between latitude 59.2° to 59.8°N, whereas the six northern were located between latitude 62.2° to 66.5°N. All catchments of the study sites were dominated by coniferous forest (51-66 % of the total land cover). For more details see paper I.

3.2 Study design (Paper I-III)

At each beaver system three sites were studied: (1) An upstream reference site which was located upstream to the first pond in the beaver system. This site showed no beaver activity and represented the pre-reintroduction conditions, (2) A pond site representing the largest pond in the system. For all systems it was also the pond where the lodge was constructed, and (3) A downstream site which was located directly downstream the last dam in the beaver system.

3.3 Age and colonization history classification (Paper I-III)

Age and colonization history of the 12 beaver systems in the study were estimated from aerial photographs complemented by interviews with the local land owners. The aerial photographs were taken by the Swedish Mapping,
Cadastral and Land Registration Authority (*Lantmäteriet*) between 1973 and 2012 with 2-12 years intervals. The images were screened for signs of beaver activity (e.g. dams, dead trees, flooded areas, fallen trees) from the newest to the oldest image available. The age limit of each beaver system was determined as the time between the oldest image with signs of beaver activity and the following one (e.g. if signs of beavers were not present in an image from 2008 but were present in an image from 2012 the system age was 1-4 years old).

Information from the aerial photographs, regional authorities, land owners or locals, complemented by observation in the field was combined to classify the beaver systems into two colonization history categories; **pioneer systems**, which were new systems with no signs of previous activities of beavers, and **recolonized systems**, which were either new or old systems but with signs of previous colonization periods. For more details see paper I.

### 3.4 Stream abiotic parameters (Paper I-III)

Water samples were taken during November 2011 and thereafter I collected water samples approximately every second month during the ice free season from April 2012 (aiming to catch the spring floods) to November 2013. Additionally, water samples were collected during winter 2012 (February) when the streams and ponds were ice-covered. In total 10 water samples were collected per site. Samples were taken at 20-30 cm depth except when total depth was less than 20 cm, samples were taken 5 cm above the stream bottom. For each sample the following abiotic parameters were analysed: Total Hg, MeHg, dissolved organic carbon (DOC), total organic carbon (TOC), pH, total nitrogen (total-N), total phosphorous (total-P), nitrite + nitrate (NO₂⁻+NO₃⁻).

An optical dissolved oxygen sensor (HDO, resolution 0.01 mg/l or ±1 % saturation) was used in situ to measure dissolved oxygen (DO) and optical fluorometer sensor (resolution 0.01 μg/L accuracy ±3 % of full scale) to measure chlorophyll-a concentration in water. Both sensors were mounted on a Eureka Manta2™ multiparameter water quality recorder (Eureka Water Probes LTD).

For every four hrs, water level and temperature (average for the four hrs and point) were logged using TruTrack WT-HR Water Height Data Loggers (resolution ± 1 mm or ± 1 % of full scale and repeatability ± 0.1 °C).

Canopy cover was calculated using a model of radiative transfer in vegetative canopies from measurement above and below canopy. Canopy cover was calculated from five repeated measurements in five different specific locations within 5 m of stream at each site. For more details see paper I.
3.5 Mercury in water (Paper I)

Total Hg analyses were performed at the Swedish Environmental Research Institute (IVL) following the US Environmental Protection Agency standards (EPA, 2002) with detection limit of 0.04 ng/L and limit of quantitation (LOQ) of 0.1 ng/L. Methylmercury (MeHg) in water was analysed based on the procedure described in Lambertsson and Björn (2004) by ALS Scandinavia AB (certified by SWEDAC reg no. 2030) with detection limit of 0.01 ng/L and LOQ of 0.03 ng/L. To quantify the effect of beaver activities on the concentrations of MeHg, the ratio of MeHg between down- and upstream of the beaver systems (D/U MeHg ratio) was calculated for each beaver system. Methylation efficiency was then calculated as the relative concentration of MeHg out of the Total Hg following Roy et al. (2009a).

3.6 Benthic species community and functional traits (Paper II)

Macroinvertebrate samples were collected at all sites between mid-October to mid-November 2013 using a Hess sampler with a height of 40 cm, mesh size of 500 µm and bottom cover area of 0.086 m². Four replicates were taken at each site, preserved in 75 % ethanol, and sorted and identified to the lowest possible taxonomic level (species or genus).

Feeding trait information compiled in the Freshwater Ecology database (Schmidt-Kloiber, 2015) was used to assign each species to one or several feeding groups. For the analysis of the effect of macroinvertebrates on litter decomposition, I pulled the leaf “shredders” species out of the total species, which represent the main group impacting leaf litter decomposition. For the analysis of the effect of macroinvertebrates on algal productivity I pulled out the biofilm “grazers” species which represent the main group impacting algal accrual. For each group I calculated Shannon diversity index and Pielou’s evenness index. Shannon and Pielou indexes were calculated using the R package vegan (Oksanen et al., 2015).

Species within these two groups (shredders and grazers) may have variation in the degree in which they are exclusively dependant on leaf litter/algae or may choose to feed on other sources of energy as well. To evaluate variation in the dominant feeding traits within these two groups, I further calculated for each site the Functional Dispersion (F-Dispersion). F-Dispersion is the degree of dissimilarity among feeding traits and abundances (Laliberté & Legendre, 2010). Community-level Weighted Mean (CWM) is the mean trait value of all species presented in the community and weighted by their relative abundance (Lavorel et al., 2008) (see details in the methods section of paper II). F-Dispersion and CWM were calculated using R package FD (Laliberté, 2015).
3.7 Assessing leaf litter decomposition rates (Paper II)

To evaluate leaf litter decomposition rates, pairs of litterbags filled with 4.2 ± 0.05 g of air-dried silver birch (*Betula pendula*) leaves was used. Each pair consisted of one a) fine mesh bag (ø = 0.5 mm) which excludes shredding macroinvertebrates and therefore decomposition rates represent an estimation of the microbial contribution and b) coarse mesh bag (ø = 6 mm) which allows both macroinvertebrates and microbes to access the litter and therefore quantifies total decomposition rates mediated by both groups together. I deployed five pairs of litterbags in each site arranged along a riffle with approximately 2-3 m between pairs. The litterbags were exposed in the streams for 50-55 days between September to November 2013 to allow ca. 50 % mass loss and then retrieved and kept frozen at -20°C. Within three months from retrieval the litterbags were defrosted and insects were removed from the sample. The litter was dried at 105°C and weighted to determine dry mass loss. The dry litter was then further burned at 550°C to remove all organic matter. The initial and the final ash free dry mass (AFDM) was then calculated for each litterbag. Leaching losses were determined from a 24 h laboratory experiment and the initial AFDM was corrected for leaching. For each of the coarse and fine bags decomposition rates were calculated relative to the average daily temperature above zero (Benfield, 2006; Gessner & Chauvet, 2002). Temperature-corrected decomposition rates were calculated as:

\[
-k = \frac{\ln(M_t/M_0)}{DD}\text{gr/degree – day}
\]

With \(M_t\) = final AFDM, \(M_0\) = initial AFDM corrected for leaching losses (determined from a 24h laboratory trial) and DD (degree days) is the sum of average daily water temperature above zero.

Decomposition attributable to invertebrates was calculated for each pair of litter bags (fine and coarse) in the same way as the overall decomposition rate but with reducing the AFDM loss of the fine mesh bag from the initial AFDM of the paired coarse bag.

3.8 Assessing algal accrual rates (Paper II-III)

Algal accrual rates were assessed by exposing ceramic tiles for ca. 30 days during July-August 2012, at a standard depth of 20-30 cm and 5 cm above the stream substrate. At each of the study sites I exposed four pairs of tiles, each pair comprised one tile with a 2 cm Vaseline band at the edges to exclude grazers and one tile without the Vaseline treatment. At the end of the exposure period algal accrual was measured in the field using BenthoTorch (bbe
Moldaenke GmbH, Schwentinental, Germany) which allows real-time quantification of benthic algal by measuring the in-vivo fluorescence of algal cells. To account for the regional temperature differences, I calculated algal accrual rates relative to the average daily temperature above zero as:

$$k = \frac{Total\ chlorophyll - a}{DD} \text{ ng/cm}^2 /\text{day}$$

Where DD (degree days) is the sum of average daily water temperature for the exposure period (see details in the methods section of paper II).

3.9 Assessing nutrient limitation with nutrient diffusing substrate (NDS) (Paper III)

Nutrient limitation and how it is affected by beavers was assessed using the NDS method following Johnson et al. (2009) with small modifications. Due to the logistic constraints imposed by the large geographical range of the study I chose three pioneer and five recolonized beaver systems for the NDS experiment. In the lab I filled 60 mL containers with 2% agar solution enriched with NaNO₃ (N treatment), KH₂PO₄ (P treatment), both nutrients (N+P treatment) and a container with no nutrient enrichment (control). Each container was topped with either organic birch veneer disc or inorganic glass microfiber filter. Each unit of the NDS experiment comprised eight containers (one for each treatment (control, N, P and N+P; n=4 organic and n=4 inorganic) attached to plastic L-bar. Four replicates of the NDS experiment units were attached in comparable riffles at the upstream and the downstream sites of the beaver systems in August 2013. At the end of the experiment (after exposure of 20-24 days in the streams) I removed the experimental units and algal accrual was quantified in the field using the BenthoTorch (bbe Moldaenke GmbH, Schwentinental, Germany) in the same way as in the algal tile experiment (Paper II). For transportation to the lab, I removed the filters from the NDS experiment unit and placed them in 60 mL containers filled with unfiltered stream water. In the lab the containers were emptied and refilled with unfiltered stream water at room temperature, shaken to contain 100% oxygen saturation, sealed with transparent Parafilm “M”® (Bemis) and incubated in the dark at 19°C. After three hours of incubation dissolved oxygen (DO) measurements were taken using an optical DO sensor (FireString O₂, Pyroscience). The DO measurements were corrected for water temperature and surrounding pressure. Community respiration (CR) was calculated as the differences between the initial 100% DO saturation corrected for water temperature during the final measurement, and the final DO measurement (see details in the methods section of paper III).
3.10 Meta-analysis of beaver effects (Paper IV)

Peer-reviewed literature that is also listed in Journal Citation Reports was extracted from Web of Science™ on 22 April 2016. The word “beaver” and the different factors of interest as title keywords combined with adjacent relevant keywords were used. The factors of interest were: concentrations of N, P, carbon, DO, Hg in water and biota, methane release, water temperature, hydrology (velocity, water area and volume), sedimentation, dead wood, ecosystem functioning, macroinvertebrates and fish. The meta-analysis only included studies that allowed for the comparison between impacted (i.e. affected by beavers) and non-impacted sites (i.e. before beaver colonization, after removal or collapse of beaver dams, or upstream sections unaffected by beavers). Impacted sites were further classified as either ponds or downstream sections and the data were arranged in pairs of Upstream-Downstream, Upstream/Reference-Pond and Pond-Downstream. If available, potential explanatory variables (e.g. system age and beaver species; see paper IV for details) were also extracted. Based on the above criteria 76 relevant scientific articles were selected, representing studies from 11 countries. For some factors differences between artificial dams and beaver dams were also investigated, however this information is not presented in this thesis (see paper IV for details).

The impact of the beaver systems was assessed by calculating the effect size for each factor as suggested in Osenberg et al. (1997) (see methods paper IV).

In total 1366 effect sizes were calculated from beaver systems for the 16 environmental factors. Factors with less than three effect sizes were excluded. (For more details regarding the literature survey and the factors see methods of paper IV).

3.11 Statistical analysis

The effect of beavers on MeHg concentrations, algal accrual, decomposition rates, nutrient limitation, abiotic parameters and the interactive effect of colonization history (all papers), geographical region (paper I-II), season (paper I-II) and year (paper I) were investigated using Analysis of Variance (ANOVA). Response variables were natural log-transformed to satisfy parametric assumptions. I tested for all fixed factors and the interactions between them (crossed and nested). All ANOVAs were conducted using JMP (SAS, 2012). All mean values are presented in this thesis as mean ± 1 SE. Differences in variance among categories were assessed with Levene’s test and Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used to determine significant differences.
between groups when the normality assumption was not met (paper I). Both tests were conducted using R (*R development core team*, 2014).

Partial least-squares regression (PLS) was used to evaluate the importance of different predictors for explaining the variation in the effect of beavers on MeHg concentrations (paper I). PLS was conducted using SIMCA-P (*UMETRIX*, 2012).

To explore the influence of potential predictors on differences in ecosystem functioning between and within streams, I used generalized mixed effect modeling (GLMM) in R package nlme (*Pinheiro*, 2015) (paper II). The best model was selected by stepwise forward selection of parameters and had the lowest Akaike’s Information Criteria (AIC). I verified the results using R package gmulti (Calcagno, 2015), which finds the best models among all possible models based on the AIC. The gmulti package uses a genetic algorithm which allows a large set of predicting parameters to be addressed (Calcagno & de Mazancourt, 2010). I further calculated marginal $R^2_{GLMM}$ (represents the variance explained by the fixed factors) for the final mixed effect model using R package MuMIn (*Bartoń*, 2015).
4 Results and discussion

4.1 Beaver reintroduction affects water MeHg concentrations in pioneer but not in recolonized beaver systems (Paper I)

4.1.1 The effect of beavers on MeHg concentrations

Overall, pioneer systems increased MeHg concentrations downstream; particularly in the warmer periods of the year. In contrast, recolonized systems had no overall effect on MeHg concentrations and only showed occasionally a slight increase during summer. In pioneer systems, during the entire study period the overall downstream MeHg concentrations were significantly higher than upstream, particularly in the summer when MeHg concentrations downstream were up to 3.5 fold higher than upstream (figure 3). In pioneer systems, the effect size (Downstream/Upstream (D/U) ratio) was significantly higher than the 1:1 ratio for all seasons with the exception of spring (possibly due to a dilution effect by spring floods). In contrast, in recolonized systems the D/U ratio was higher than 1:1 only in summer (figure 3). In beaver systems ponds serve as hot spots for methylation and are potentially the source of MeHg downstream (Roy et al., 2009a). Overall, pioneer ponds showed a tendency for higher methylation efficiency compared with recolonized ponds, and during summer (July to September), when methylation is at its highest rates (Ullrich et al., 2001), pioneer ponds had significantly higher methylation efficiency than the recolonized ponds.

Pioneer beaver inundation of a stream by constructing a dam combined with digging in riparian soils (Naiman et al., 1986) rich in organic carbon (Ledesma et al., 2015) expose a large volume of organic material to degradation processes. Resulting from the oxygen consumption of organic matter degradation, a pioneer pond might become an anoxic or subanoxic environment with reducing conditions, particularly at the sediment – water interface. These conditions combined with high availability of degradable
carbon for methylating microorganisms, might increase methylation rates in pioneer ponds and therefore elevate MeHg concentrations downstream.

The reducing conditions in pioneer beaver ponds are apparently different from those in older ones (Roy et al., 2009a). While colonizing their territory, beavers will continue to maintain high water level but with lower supply of dead wood (Nummi & Kuuluvainen, 2013) and newly flooded soils compared to the pioneer period. Presumably, in older ponds the lower availability of labile carbon and less reducing environment results in less favorable conditions for methylating organisms.

Eventually, beavers will abandon their territory but the structures they created might still persist and affect the hydrology, stream planform and the vegetation (Hood & Larson, 2015; Polvi & Wohl, 2013; Wright, 2009; Naiman et al., 1988). When recolonized, the newly re-flooded beaver ponds have assumingly lower volumes of dead wood and beavers dig less compared with pioneer inundation, which potentially triggers less intensive decay processes and lower methylation rates. Indeed, previous studies also found higher MeHg

Figure 3: Mean D/U (downstream/upstream) MeHg ratios (± 1 Standard Error) in pioneer (P, n = 5) and recolonized (R, n = 7) beaver systems during five seasons from November 2011 to November 2013. Please note that I only sampled one winter season (February-March 2013). The dashed line denotes the 1:1 ratio. Asterisks above whisker plots denote a D/U ratio higher than 1:1 (*** P<0.001, ** P<0.01, *P<0.05).
D/U ratios in young beaver ponds compared to older ones (Roy et al., 2009a; Roy et al., 2009b; Driscoll et al., 1998). However, these studies focused solely on the pond age without accounting for the differences between new pioneer ponds and recolonization of previously abandoned beaver systems.

4.1.2 Temporal variation in MeHg and the relation to abiotic predictors

In this study, pond methylation efficiency varied seasonally; peaking in the summer in all the study sites but more evidently in pioneer compared to recolonized systems (figure 3). In pioneer beaver ponds, warmer water temperature in combination with the availability of organic matter most likely generates a reducing environment. Such combination in stream ecosystems has shown to increase the activity of sulphate reducing bacteria and stimulate methylation (Tsui & Finlay, 2011). In contrast, lower concentrations and less labile organic material in combination with light-induced (photolytically-driven) demethylation processes at the surface of large open water bodies associated with older beaver ponds, may have induced lower methylation efficiency in recolonized ponds during summer (Lehnerr et al., 2012; Hammerschmidt et al., 2006; Sellers et al., 1996). Nevertheless, the occasional increase in MeHg concentrations downstream of recolonized ponds during the summer, suggests that these systems can sometimes be sites for methylation, albeit at lower rates compared to pioneer ponds.

In this study, PLS analysis showed that dissolved oxygen was the main predictor of D/U MeHg ratios, with higher MeHg concentrations associated with lower oxygen concentrations. The found relation between methylation and dissolved oxygen is in agreement with previous studies (reviewed in Ullrich et al., 2001) and shown for beaver ponds by Roy et al. (2009b). Chlorophyll-a, total-P and levels of NO₂⁻+NO₃⁻ were also valuable predictors for D/U MeHg ratios, reflecting the prominence of nutrient availability in promoting biological activity, which is also enhanced in the summer and can be related to higher methylation rates (Ullrich et al., 2001).

Altogether, temporal variation of MeHg in beaver ponds is the outcome of the relation between methylation (mostly in the sediment layer) which is related to oxygen concentrations, temperature and nutrient concentrations, and demethylation (mostly in the upper surface layer) which is affected by the availability of organic matter and radiation. These results are supported by Tjerngren et al. (2012) that in a comparative study of boreal wetlands found that restored wetlands (i.e. re-flooded areas that have previously been natural wetlands) affected MeHg mostly in the first period after flooding. They suggested that increased open water area by flooding (which can be comparable to the old and recolonized beaver systems in this thesis) may result
in decreased net MeHg production. Further studies are needed to reveal in detail the effect of recolonization history on the balance between methylation and demethylation processes in beaver ponds.

4.2 Leaf litter decomposition and algal accrual can be affected by beavers, but mainly in pioneer systems (Paper II-III)

To assess the effect of beavers on ecosystem functioning, rates of leaf litter decomposition, algal accrual and community respiration were compared in comparable riffles downstream and upstream beaver systems. Algal accrual was consistently higher upstream compared with downstream sites for both the algal tiles experiment and the controls of the NDS experiment. In contrast, community respiration measured during the NDS experiment on both organic and inorganic substrates was not affected by beavers. The GLMM analysis suggests that it is the combination of DOC and pH that controls rates of algal accrual, which is reduced when DOC levels are elevated. Furthermore, pioneer beaver systems affected algal accrual stronger than recolonized systems. In contrast to algal accrual, litter decomposition was generally not affected by beaver systems except for significantly faster decomposition rates in three pioneer systems in the southern region (but not in the two pioneer systems in the northern region). These findings demonstrate that algal productivity is consistently lower downstream beaver systems with this effect diminishing – but not disappearing – in older beaver systems and that leaf decomposition downstream beaver systems can sometimes be affected, but most likely in pioneer beaver systems and not in recolonized ones. In summary, the results highlight the potential of beavers in the different colonization phases to alter key ecosystem processes, which potentially can further affect stream food webs.

4.2.1 The effect of beavers on leaf litter decomposition

Overall decomposition rates did not differ between downstream and upstream beaver systems for microbial-derived and total decomposition rates. The only significant difference in decomposition rates between downstream and upstream sites was recorded in the southern pioneer systems where overall decomposition rates were faster downstream compared to upstream, mainly due to faster invertebrate-derived decomposition rates. In general, invertebrate-derived decomposition rates were not different downstream compared to upstream except in the pioneer systems of the southern region (figure 4).
Figure 4. Mean (± 1 Standard Error) of invertebrate-derived decomposition rate (mg/DegreeDay) in downstream and upstream reaches of pioneer (n = 5) and recolonized (n = 7) beaver systems in the northern (n=6) and southern (n=6) regions.

Although invertebrate-derived decomposition rates were higher downstream for all three pioneer systems in the southern ecoregion, it appears that different mechanisms were behind these differences in decomposition rates. In one system, it was related to shredder functional dispersion that increased markedly downstream compared to the upstream site. In another system, faster decomposition rates were related to lower N/P ratio downstream compared to upstream. The GLMM analysis indicated that total-N or alternatively total-P produced the best model for invertebrate-derived decomposition both (but not together) explaining ca. 25 % of the variance in invertebrate-derived decomposition. The general response to nutrients is in agreement with previous studies that showed that increased decomposition rates can be associated with elevated nutrient concentrations (Woodward et al., 2012; Young et al., 2008; Gessner & Chauvet, 2002). Changes in detritivore community assemblages and feeding traits did not affect decomposition rates, but might have contributed to some of the elevated decomposition rates at the downstream sites of southern pioneer systems.

Altogether, The results of this study suggest that when a beaver dam is built in a landscape that was not subjected to beaver activity for many decades or even centuries, (i.e. pioneer inundation), the effect of such inundation on decomposition rates is determined primarily by the environmental conditions and ecosystem characteristics. This effect might be local or temporarily limited and might be mediated by beaver-induced changes in nutrient balance, shredder community and possible physical alteration (e.g. flow and sediments)
in the pioneer systems. However, the results from the recolonized systems suggest that with time and upon abandonment and recolonization, systems will stabilize and decomposition rates downstream will no longer be affected.

4.2.2 The effect of beavers on autotrophic and heterotrophic biofilms

The effect of beavers on autotrophic biofilms

By quantifying algal accrual on ceramic tiles followed by an NDS experiment, this thesis assesses the effect of beavers on autotrophic and heterotrophic biofilms. On ceramic tiles, algal accrual rates were higher upstream than downstream in all the beaver systems. Furthermore, upstream-downstream differences in pioneer systems were larger than in recolonized ones (figure 5). There were no differences between the northern and the southern beaver systems and these findings were consistent throughout all the systems in the study.
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Figure 5. Mean (± 1 Standard Error) of algal accrual rates (mg/DegreeDay) in downstream and upstream reaches of pioneer (n = 4) and recolonized (n = 7) beaver systems.

When fitting a GLMM model, DOC and pH produced the best model (highest AIC), and explained 55% of the variance in algal accrual rates. An alternative model including pH and total-P as fixed factors produced a similar AIC and explained variance. Algal accrual rates in this study were positively related to pH and negatively related to DOC. However, algal accrual rates were also negatively related to total-P. The other biotic (grazer abundance, feeding traits) and abiotic (temperature, canopy cover, water level, flow, tile depth, total-N and NO$_2^-$ + NO$_3^-$) factors did not improve the model.
As implied from the GLMM analysis, the consistent decrease in algal accrual rates downstream the beaver systems is linked to variation in DOC. The negative effect of DOC on algal accrual rates can be related to reduced light penetration as DOC concentrations rise (Leavitt et al., 1999). This is supported by previous studies in boreal lakes, where the effect of DOC on algal productivity has shown to be even more important than nutrient availability (Seekell et al., 2015; Karlsson et al., 2009). However, information regarding the effect of DOC on algal accrual through light inhibition in streams is lacking in the scientific literature.

In agreement with the algal accrual experiment (paper II), the control containers of the inorganic substrate (a substrate that resembles the ceramic tiles) of the NDS experiment that was conducted one year later (paper III) followed the same pattern; consistently lower algal accrual downstream compared to upstream. The results from the NDS experiment also supported the association between DOC concentrations and algal accrual with significant negative correlation between average D/U ratio of algal accrual and those of DOC (figure 6).
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**Figure 6.** Relationship between downstream/upstream (D/U) ratio of algal accrual and D/U ratio of DOC. The black line shows best fit for the regression (n=16, $R^2 = 0.35, P = 0.015$) and the dash line represents best fit after removing one outlier ($R^2 = 0.57, P = 0.001$). Dotted lines represent the zero intercepts of the X and Y axis.

Although The GLMM identified an association between pH and algal accrual, there were no differences in pH between downstream and upstream sites during the experiment. Therefore, although there are some mechanisms where pH can
affect algal productivity (see details in paper II), it is likely that the differences in algal accrual were not driven by pH.

Apart from DOC, GLMMs also identified total-P as a predictor of algal accrual and the D/U ratio of N/P ratio was a significant predictor of the D/U ratio of algal accrual, explaining 38% of the variance (ANOVA $F_{1,8} = 5.57$, $P = 0.04$). Surprisingly, although algal accrual was expected to respond positively to increased nutrient availability (Johnson et al., 2014; Johnson & Hering, 2009; Stevenson et al., 2008), in this study, algal accrual declined as total-P increased. Here, the most bioavailable form of P, i.e. $PO_4^{3-}$, was not measured and the measure of total-P might have primarily captured variation in less bioavailable forms of P. This might explain why increased total-P was not related to increased algal accrual (see details in paper II).

The D/U ratio of total-N or total-P was not related to the D/U ratio of algal accrual. Still, the N/P ratio might partly explain the variation in D/U algal accrual rates since it was lower downstream pioneer systems compared to upstream and might also have some role in the reduction of algal accrual, particularly in pioneer systems.

The effect of beavers on heterotrophic biofilms

Community respiration (CR) was measured on organic and inorganic substrates of the NDS experiment (paper III) in order to assess the effect of beavers on microbial activity. In control substrates, CR was not different downstream compared to upstream or in pioneer compared to recolonized systems for neither organic nor inorganic substrates. However, the ratio between CR and algal accrual (CR/algal accrual) was higher downstream compared to upstream for inorganic substrates (figure 7). This relationship between algal accrual and CR suggests that autotrophic biofilms on inorganic substrate were affected by beaver activity while heterotrophs on the same substrate were not affected or even benefited. Elevated concentrations of DOC that affected autotrophs (both on ceramic tiles and on inorganic substrates of the NDS experiment) might affect heterotrophs differently. While a higher quantity of DOC downstream negatively affected algal productivity, the quality of the organic matter downstream positively affected heterotrophic productivity (see details in paper III). The effect of the availability of labile carbon on biofilms is supported by laboratory experiments. Several studies found that additional labile DOC stimulates uptake of N and P by heterotrophs and as a result suppresses the growth of autotrophs (Bechtold et al., 2012; Johnson et al., 2009; Stets & Cotner, 2008; Thingstad et al., 2008).
Figure 7. Means (± 1 Standard Error) of the ratio between community respiration and algal accrual rates in downstream and upstream reaches and on organic and inorganic substrates.

In summary, these results suggest that the suppression of algal accrual downstream beaver ponds might reflect a complex interaction between quantity and quality of DOC, nutrient balance and possibly reduction in pH. Conversely, beaver systems had no effect on microbial biofilms and potentially even increased microbial activity on inorganic substrates. The primary causes of the beaver-induced changes in DOC, nutrients and pH are potentially the flooding of riparian vegetation and soils upon the creation of beaver ponds. Inundation and other activities (e.g. digging, feeding) increase the runoff of nutrients and DOC which potentially reduce pH and alter N/P ratio. The results indicate that the negative effect of these changes on algal productivity is greater during pioneer inundation; however this effect extends beyond the phase of pioneer ponds, to also impact algal accrual in older, recolonized systems. More research is needed to elucidate potential mechanisms affecting the decrease in algal accrual downstream beaver systems.

4.2.3 Algal productivity and community respiration were nutrient limited but not affected by beavers

Primary producers (mainly algae) as well as bacteria and fungi are typically limited by N or P or both (Harpole et al., 2011; Elser et al., 2007; Francoeur, 2001). Beavers can affect N and P concentrations in water, and as shown in section 4.2.2, by altering nutrient balance downstream, beavers can also affect autotrophic and heterotrophic biofilms. Therefore, it was also expected that the degree of nutrient limitation will be affected by beavers. To elaborate the role
of nutrient limitation in algal productivity and microbial respiration and how beavers affect nutrient limitation, an NDS experiment was applied (paper III).

In the NDS experiment, algal accrual was consistently N-limited for both organic and inorganic substrates with higher algal accrual on N and N+P treatments when compared to controls (figure 8). Algal accrual N limitation was not different downstream compared to upstream and no effect of colonization history was observed.
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**Figure 8.** Means (± 1 Standard Error) of algal accrual (µg/cm²) for controls (ctrl), N, P and N+P treatments on organic and inorganic substrates.

The average RR of algal accrual to N and N+P on both organic and inorganic substrates was negatively correlated to total-N, NO₂⁻+NO₃⁻ and DOC. No correlation between RR of algal accrual and the remaining predictors (temperature, canopy cover or N/P ratio) was found. The correlation between RR of N and the concentrations of N in the water column is intuitive since it is expected to have stronger response when the limiting nutrient is less available. Surprisingly, beaver systems had no effect on the magnitude of the response. The combined results from the NDS and the algal accrual experiment suggest that although N was the limiting factor of algal productivity, it was mainly the beaver effect on DOC concentration, and not N or P, which controls the reduction in algae accrual downstream beaver systems. To understand how DOC limits algal productivity and how this limitation is affected by beavers, future NDS experiments should consider including a carbon-diffusing treatment as well as N and P to address the combined control of these three limiting factors.
Community respiration (CR) was consistently inhibited by additional P on both organic and inorganic substrates with lower CR in the P and N+P treatments compared to controls (figure 9). There were no differences between downstream and upstream for any of the treatments and no effect of colonization history or substrate was observed. Since the inhibition of CR was not followed by increased autotrophic productivity it is not likely that autotrophs suppressed the growth of heterotrophs. For primary producers, there are only few records in the scientific literature for P inhibition, and such results are commonly not discussed in the scientific literature (Tank & Dodds, 2003). I could not find studies reporting P inhibition for heterotrophic biofilms but in a meta-analysis of 641 studies on autotrophic biofilms, Harpole et al. (2011) found that 15% of the studies showed negative response to P. In my study it is likely that the reduced respiration resulted from either stoichiometric imbalance or alteration in species composition of heterotrophs as a result of P addition. Average RR of CR to P and N+P on organic substrate was positively correlated to NO$_3^-$+NO$_2^-$ concentrations and there was no relationship between RR of CR to the other available predictors (temperature, canopy cover, total-N, total-P, DOC or N/P ratio). The reduced P inhibition as a result of additional bioavailable N from the water column supports the assumption that it might have been the effect of internal stoichiometric imbalance that was controlling P inhibition. Further NDS experiments enriched with different N:P ratios may help to explain P inhibition of microbial biofilms.

Figure 9. Means (± 1 Standard Error) of community respiration (µg O$_2$/cm$^2$/h$^{-1}$) for controls (ctrl), N, P and N+P treatments on organic and inorganic substrates.
4.3 Landscape effect of beaver dams – a meta-analysis of published studies (Paper IV)

In papers I, II and III, I found that the effect of beavers on different processes in stream ecosystems not only depend on the biogeochemical settings of the systems but also on successional stages and colonization history of the various ponds in the beaver system which also regulates the way downstream reaches are affected. In Paper IV, a meta-analysis of 1366 effect sizes from 76 published studies assessed the overall effect of beavers on 16 factors related to biogeochemistry, hydrogeomorphology, biodiversity and ecosystem functioning.

Although the aim was to address overall ecosystem functioning, at the time of preforming the meta-analysis (July 2016) the only beaver effect related to ecosystem functioning that was found published in the scientific literature was regarding water column concentrations of chlorophyll-a. Overall, chlorophyll-a in water increased in impoundments compared with upstream and with downstream but not when comparing upstream with downstream. The meta-analysis also showed that overall, beaver dams did not affect nutrient concentrations (N and P). However, when considering system age, young beaver systems (≤10 years) were a source of P while P retention was observed in older beaver systems (>10 years). In contrast, water carbon concentrations (mainly DOC and TOC) were higher in ponds compared to downstream and upstream and higher downstream compared to upstream.

Altogether, the results from the experiments (paper II and III) and the meta-analysis suggest that beaver systems might affect algal productivity downstream not primarily by altering nutrient concentrations but mainly by increasing dissolved carbon concentrations in the water. The meta-analysis further suggests that the relation between pond age and P also can play a role in regulating algal productivity downstream beaver systems.

The results from the meta-analysis also support the beaver effect on Hg and the relation to beaver system colonization history (or age) that was found in paper I. Overall beaver systems were a source of Hg and especially MeHg when comparing upstream with downstream however; it was the young and not the old systems that were the source of Hg when comparing upstream with ponds. The meta-analysis also identified beaver ponds as a source for methane emission when compared with upstream and downstream sites. Beavers transfer streams into ponds and wetlands with characteristics which are commonly recognized as a source of Hg, MeHg (Tjerngren et al., 2012; Galloway & Branfireun, 2004) and Methane (Pickett-Heaps et al., 2011) in the boreal landscape. Therefore, it is likely that beavers affect these factors as long as they maintain constant water level in the ponds and sustain the conditions
favouring these factors. The results from this study suggest that during the recovery stage of beavers, methane, mercury and particularly MeHg concentrations will increase at the landscape scale. However, since old and recolonized systems only slightly increase MeHg concentrations (or not at all), it is not evident to which extent the recovery of beavers will affect the background levels of MeHg in e.g. wetlands and peatlands. There are no studies on how recolonized/old ponds affect methane emission compared to pioneer ponds. At this stage, it is therefore not possible to conclude about the effect of colonization history on methane emissions.

As expected from previous descriptive reviews (Nummi & Kuuluvainen, 2013; Rosell et al., 2005; Collen & Gibson, 2001), the meta-analysis showed that beavers affect hydrogeomorphology by increasing water area and volume while reducing flow. Changes in flow conditions and water volume in impoundments may lead to the overall decrease in dissolved oxygen and increased temperature in ponds and downstream compared with upstream. The above alterations to the hydrogeomorphology also resulted in finer sediments and higher amount of dead wood in the beaver impoundments compared with the upstream and downstream sites.

When assessing the effect of beavers on macroinvertebrates and fish diversity and abundance, both factors decreased downstream compared with upstream. However, the average effect size was not affected by damming as indicated by the effect ratios between impoundments and upstream and downstream, respectively. These results reflect the way beaver impoundments also can affect stretches downstream by altering the biogeochemical conditions and resources at the base of the aquatic food web, potentially affecting also higher trophic levels.

Overall, the meta-analysis showed that beavers have the potential to affect all analysed factors. When compared to a reference site, significant effects were found (1) in both beaver ponds and downstream reaches for: hydromorphology (water volume, area and flow) as well as for concentrations of dissolved oxygen, mercury and carbon, (2) in ponds but not downstream for: volume of dead wood, sediment structure (fine and coarse), methane emission, concentrations of N and chlorophyll-a, and (3) in downstream reaches but not ponds for: fish and macroinvertebrates (species diversity and abundance) and temperature (figure 10). Beaver ponds were a source for P in young systems but a sink in old ones, potentially resulting in no overall effect. The example of beaver effects on P demonstrates the importance of the age of the system/pond since with time the effect of beavers on some factors might increase, decrease, or even be inverted. Unfortunately, it was not possible to assess the effect of beaver system succession on most of the factors due to lack of information.
regarding age and colonization history in most of the published literature. Paper I-III demonstrates the importance of these factors and future studies should consider them when evaluating landscape scale and long-term environmental effects of beavers.

Figure 10. Average effect size (ES) of the factors studied in the meta-analysis. ES comparing downstream with upstream sites and ponds with upstream sites are presented to the left and right, respectively. Positive (+), negative (-) and indifferent (×) ES are shown. Bold normal text represents ES larger than ±1, bold italic text represents ES between ±0.1 to ±0.99 and small normal text represents ES between 0 to ±0.09.

4.4 Short- and long-term effects of beaver systems following recolonization

One of the most striking results of this thesis is the regular occurrence of differences in the way pioneer impoundments affect ecosystem processes and functioning compared to old or recolonized systems. For the 12 beaver systems that were the focus of this study, colonization history was an important factor that regulates the effect of beavers on nutrients (N and P), organic carbon, dissolved oxygen, methylation rates and MeHg concentrations, algal accrual and leaf litter decomposition. The meta-analysis confirmed the effect of system age on Hg concentrations and P retention.
This thesis further demonstrates how processes resulting from beaver engineering in stream ecosystems and the cyclic nature of beaver colonization periods can regulate three key ecosystem processes: Hg methylation; algal productivity; and leaf litter decomposition.

When upscaling the results to the landscape scale, beaver systems affect forested stream ecosystems, particularly as pioneer systems. However, the pervasiveness of pioneer systems in the Swedish landscape is itself predominantly the result of the recovery of the beaver populations following near extirpation. The absence of beavers and beaver engineering in freshwater ecosystems – in some instances for centuries – followed by their reintroduction and recovery, potentially created a landscape mosaic scattered with pioneer systems (as in Johnston & Naiman, 1990a).

As long as beaver populations recover by expanding distribution ranges and increasing population size (Halley et al., 2012), pioneer beaver systems will be relatively common. However, most pioneer systems eventually mature (colonized for potentially several decades), will be abandoned, and most likely recolonized at a later phase. Hence, it is likely that old and recolonized beaver systems will dominate future beaver-impacted landscapes (as example in Little et al., 2012; Cunningham et al., 2006). If this thesis were to be re-run 50 to 100 years from now, it is likely that many of the effects observed here would be weaker or non-existent at the landscape scale due to the decrease in pioneer systems.

Even though the importance of temporal aspects for the way beavers affect ecosystems has been recognized for 30 years (Naiman et al., 1988; Naiman et al., 1986), only a few published studies address the age aspect of beaver systems (e.g. Vehkaoja et al., 2015; Roy et al., 2009a; Stevens et al., 2006; Wright et al., 2003; Ray et al., 2001). I am also unaware of any studies that consider the effect of colonization history. The ongoing debate related to new reintroduction plans in parts of Europe often involves various experts and may also incorporate public opinion – such as in the case of the Scottish beaver trial (trust, 2016) and Welsh beaver project (wales, 2012).

Therefore, when considering reintroduction it is important to present to decision makers, managers and the public the potential costs and benefits of such programs (e.g. Stringer & Gaywood, 2016). This thesis highlights the importance of separating short-term effects of pioneer systems from long-term effects of established populations when evaluating the overall effect of beaver reintroduction programs.

Finally, the definition of reference conditions to which an impacted site (pond, downstream or the entire system) is compared to, is an important issue when assessing the effect of beaver reintroduction on stream ecosystems.
While some studies used temporal references (comparing conditions before beaver colonisation with those after colonization), others used spatial references (comparing conditions in a reference stream without active beaver colonization or in most cases an upstream reach of the same stream) (see Paper IV for different approaches used in the literature).

A temporal reference approach will, most likely, examine pioneer systems. This is because the study will often be conducted in the first years after inundation (unless the study continues for many years following inundation). Applying a spatial reference approach hosts several challenges since reference sites might: (1) be located downstream of another beaver system that is situated upstream of the focal beaver systems, or might represent an abandoned beaver system, and therefore might also represent an “affected site”; and (2) represent post extirpation or managed conditions (this means it will not accurately represent pristine conditions).

Therefore, it is challenging to evaluate the effect of beavers in freshwater ecosystems, without defining the proper reference conditions and whether this includes beavers.

4.5 Beavers and beaver reintroductions in Europe’s managed landscapes

About 27,000 streams run through the Swedish landscape, with a total length of ca. 192,000 km (SMHI, 2010). In 1939, shortly after the reintroduction of beavers in Sweden, the total population was 80 beavers. About 70 years later the population of beavers was estimated at 130,000-140,000 (Hartman, 2011b) inhabiting most of Sweden (except for the southern parts), but not yet all suitable habitats (Hartman, 2011a). It is likely that, with time, beaver colonies of different colonization status (pioneer, abandoned and recolonised) will be present in most suitable streams in Sweden. Therefore, it is important to consider the profound ecosystem changes caused by beavers, and their effects when implementing watershed and landscape management programs, such as the European Water Framework Directive (WFD) (EU, 2000) and hunting policy.

The WFD was established in 2000, with the goal that all water bodies in Europe achieve at least good ecological status (EU, 2000). Ecological status encompasses the quality and functioning of aquatic ecosystems. Good ecological status can be achieved if the conditions in the waterbody are not significantly different from the conditions which are expected with minimal anthropogenic impact (i.e. reference conditions). Since beavers were historically present in large parts of Europe, the conditions of stream
ecosystems, which we now regard as “pristine”, were to a great extent shaped by beavers.

The WFD, however, does not include the impact of beavers. For example, this exclusion is evident in the discussion of hydro-geomorphological status, which accounts for stream modifications in the form of fragmentation, continuity, variation in flow, alterations in water level, volume of dead wood, and stream straightening. All of these can also be affected by beaver engineering activities (Tornblom et al., 2011).

At a landscape scale, boreal forests and wetlands might have adapted to beaver engineering activity over millions of years of co-existence (Rybczynski, 2007). Due to anthropogenic pressure during the latest centuries, this link was broken, and the absence of beavers from the landscape – together with drainage of forests – has driven comprehensive changes to boreal freshwater ecosystems (Nummi & Kuuluvainen, 2013). Moreover, today, reintroduction of beavers is regarded as a “natural restoration” of pre-historic conditions (e.g. Curran & Cannatelli, 2014; DeVries et al., 2012).

This thesis suggests that following beaver reintroduction, and as long as the population is growing, beavers might strongly affect present-day functioning of stream ecosystems. However, since recolonized systems, even if very recent, are expected to have comparable effects as natural wetlands, with time the overall effect of beavers will potentially be comparable to pre-extirpation.

Since the activities and impacts of beavers often interfere with human practices (such as forestry, agriculture and recreation), large populations of beavers may become a subject of controversy. In the absence of natural predators (mainly wolves) beavers are controlled by habitat availability, food regeneration, natural mortality and hunting.

In 1992 Eurasian beavers were included as an Annex II species (species of community interest whose conservation requires the designation of special areas of conservation) in the European Habitats Directive (EU, 1992). However, due to population recovery, since 2008 the Eurasian beaver is classified as “of least concern”, with an increasing population trend according to the International Union for Conservation of Nature Red List of Threatened Species (Batbold, 2008). In Scandinavia and the Baltic countries, hunting is no longer for pelts trading or meat supply, but rather for mitigation and damage control or for sport, and is mainly limited only by season or not at all.

In Sweden, hunting is allowed throughout the open hunting season (October–May) without any regulation, control or recommendations. The removal of dams and hunting for damage control is generally associated with the conflict between beavers and agriculture or forestry, since beaver dams cause the flooding of productive land and damage access roads.
The absence of management plans for beaver populations holds the risk for local over exploitation. Several methods to control beaver populations and damage control have been suggested. This includes fertility control, restoration of adequate buffer riparian zones, fencing trees, overflow pipes, chemical repellents, and compensation schemes for farmers and foresters (Reviewed in Nolet & Rosell, 1998).

Considering the profound ecological effects of beavers, there is a need for a management plan towards maintaining landscapes of spatially and temporally shifting mosaics that comprise new, old, abandoned and recolonized beaver systems. According to the results of this thesis, such a management plan has the potential to reduce the environmental burden of MeHg and to restore pre-industrial ecosystem functioning of streams.
5 Concluding remarks and future perspective

This thesis is based on the study of 12 pioneer and recolonized beaver systems along a latitudinal gradient in Sweden, complemented by a meta-analysis of published studies. This setting made it possible to study how damming by beavers affects stream ecosystems, and also to distinguish between short-term effects in pioneer systems and long-term effects in recolonized ones. Overall, this thesis emphasizes the importance of incorporating temporal aspects of the “beaver cycle” when assessing the environmental effects of beavers, particularly following reintroduction. The main conclusions of this thesis are:

- Overall, the effect of beavers on ecosystem processes and biotic or abiotic conditions is stronger in recently colonized pioneer beaver systems then in old or recolonized ones.
- Beaver systems can potentially increase MeHg concentrations in ponds and immediately downstream of the dam systems. This increase is expected in pioneer beaver systems, but not in recolonized systems.
- Beaver systems are likely to decrease algal accrual in reaches immediately downstream beaver ponds – this effect is larger in pioneer than in recolonized systems. The reduction in algal accrual is primarily related to increased concentrations of dissolved organic carbon.
- The degree of nutrient limitation of algal productivity and community respiration is probably not affected by beaver systems.
- Rates of leaf litter decomposition are not expected to be affected by beaver systems. However, in pioneer systems, decomposition rates might be faster due to variations in nutrient concentrations and changes in macroinvertebrate communities downstream compared to upstream.
Overall, beavers can potentially affect all 16 factors that were in the scope of the meta-analysis study but the effect may differ from ponds to downstream reaches and between young and old ponds. This thesis also identifies the gap in knowledge in the scientific literature regarding the potential variation in beaver effects related to different stages of age and colonization history.

5.1 Future perspective

This thesis stresses the importance of future studies to focus on the succession of beaver systems. Of particular importance is differentiating between the effects of pioneer systems and how it is changing as systems enter the “beaver cycle” (comprising old, abandoned, and recolonized systems).

Between 1922 and 1939, Sweden reintroduced the Eurasian beaver and was the first country to do so in Europe and Asia (followed by many others). Today, almost 100 years later, the Swedish beaver population is still growing, nonetheless, beavers are still absent from many available, suitable habitats. Hence, as long as the beaver population is expanding, beaver landscapes will be characterized by pioneer systems. Information regarding differences of beaver effects between pioneer and recolonized systems is crucial for the ability to assess present and future landscape effects of beaver reintroduction plans in Sweden and in other countries where beaver populations are still recovering.

At present, such information is limited and future scientific efforts should therefore be directed to fill this gap in knowledge.
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